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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a skew field with an involution * (an anti-automorphism of 
order 2). We shall refer to (D, *) as a *-field. There are two algebraic struc- 
tures related to (D, *) that we wish to study. The first is the Witt group 
W(D, *) consisting of equivalence classes of anisotropic hermitian forms 
over (D, *). We refer the reader to [S, Sect. 71 for basic results on her- 
mitian forms and the definition of W(D, *). The second structure is the ring 
of continuous functions Q?(X,, Z), where Z is the ring of integers with the 
discrete topology and X, is the topological space of *-orderings of (D, *) 
as defined in [C2, Sect. 43 based on earlier work in [Cl, H3, I]. Any 
element dE S(D) Xt the set of nonzero symmetric elements in D, has a sign 
with respect to each *-ordering. Since any hermitian form can be 
diagonalized to have the form cp = (a,, . . . . a,), a,~ S(D) x, we obtain, as in 
the commutative case (with * = identity), a group homomorphism 
c: W( D, * ) + U(X,, Z) defined by sending cp to its signature, defined as 
follows: for any *-ordering PE X,, sgn,( (a,, . . . . a,)) equals the number of 
positive ais minus the number of negative a,‘s. The main purpose of this 
paper is to compute the kernel and image of the homomorphism c. The 
kernel here is much larger than in the commutative case (cf. [Ll] j since 
the image is a ring while W(D, *) cannot generally be given a ring structure 
compatible with the homomorphism c. (For commutative D, the ring 
structure comes from tensor product of the vector spaces on which the 
hermitian forms are defined.) Our main theorem will be that the image of 
c, denoted WR,,JD, *), is a representational ring as defined in [KR2], or 
equivalently, X, is a space of orderings as defined in [M2]. Because of the 
large kernel of c, it is difficult to lift continuous functions to the level of 
hermitian forms and work with representation of elements by forms. For 
this reason, it does not appear possible to generalize the usual proof for 
commutative fields (with * = identity) to our situation. Accordingly, our 
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approach to this problem will be to develop a local theory modulo a 
“preordering,” similar to the approach used by Becker and Rosenberg to 
study reduced Witt rings of higher level (for commutative fields) [BR]. 
The vast majority of this paper applies only to *-fields which admit a 
*-ordering. This restricts the *-fields in essentially the same way they are 
restricted without an involution. A. Albert showed that if D is an ordered 
skew field (without involution), then the center of D must be algebraically 
closed in D. For *-fields, M. Chacron (see [H3]) has shown that the exis- 
tence of a *-ordering on (0, *) implies that either D is a standard quater- 
nion algebra or that the center of D is algebraically closed in D (i.e., every 
noncentral element is transcendental over the center). In particular, if D is 
finite dimensional over its center, it is either commutative or a standard 
quaternion algebra. As noted below, most of the results of this paper can 
be obtained much more easily in the commutative and quaternion algebra 
cases. For this reason, the paper concludes with a selection of examples 
which are *-ordered and transcendental over their centers. 
Section 2 introduces several factor groups of W(D, *), lying between 
W(D, *) and its image in %(X,, Z), and puts a ring structure on some of 
them. In Section 3 we define *-orderings and *-semiorderings (from [C2]) 
and introduce the concept of preordering, generalizing the concept from 
the commutative case (see [Ll, Sect. 11). In the fourth section we analyze 
the relationship between valuation theory and these various concepts of 
ordering, the emphasis being on compatibility. The main goal of this 
section is Theorem 4.11 which shows how a valuation compatible with a 
*-semiordering can be coarsened to one having a stronger form of 
compatibility (cf. Theorem 4.1). This theorem is crucial to the proof of an 
isotropy principle for reduced forms (Theorem 5.2). In fact, Section 5 
develops the more general concept of T-forms for a preordering T, 
generalizing the commutative theory in [Ll]. This generality is needed for 
the induction proof of Theorem 5.6, which in turn is the primary ingredient 
in showing that WR,,JD, *) is representational (Theorem 6.3). Section 6 
concludes by using Marshall’s theory for abstract spaces of orderings 
[Ml, M2] to compute the image of W(D, *) in V(X,, Z). 
Other situations in which Witt rings are known to be representational 
include the Witt ring of a field of characteristic 2 [KRZ, Prop. 6.101, the 
Witt ring of a connected semilocal ring with 2 a unit [KR2, Prop. 6.71 
and the formal reduced Witt ring of a skew field (no involution) [C3, 
Theorem 4.143, but not the formal nonreduced Witt ring [Sl]. In addition, 
an analogous theory has been developed for reduced Witt rings of higher 
level [ BR]. 
The ideas of Sections 3, 4, and 5 are significantly more complicated than 
the corresponding concepts in the situations mentioned in the previous 
paragraph; while our interest is primarily in the set of symmetric elements, 
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which contains the *-orderings and the components of hermitian forms, the 
proofs require that we work with nonsymmetric elements as well. In par- 
ticular, we shall be interested in several subgroups of D x, the multiplicative 
group of D. One is Us(D), the subgroup of all nonzero products of sym- 
metric elements. In fact, this is easily seen to be a normal subgroup of D ‘. 
For any two subsets A, B G D ‘, let [A, B] denote the subgroup generated 
by all commutators [a, b] = aba-ibP’ for a E A, b E B. For do D x, 
elements of the form dd* will be called norms. Note that the commutator 
subgroup [D x, Z7S(D)] = [D x, S(D) x ] is contained in Z7S( D) since, for 
FESS, dED”, we have dsd-‘s-‘=(dsd*)(d-‘*d-‘)s-’ is a product 
of three symmetric elements. One easily checks that [D x, S(D) x ] and the 
set of products of nonzero norms are normal subgroups of D ‘. We define 
n to be the (normal) subgroup of l7S(D) generated by these two 
subgroups; i.e., /1= {up 1 a E [D x, S(D) x 1, p is a product of norms}. 
DEFINITION. We write Z or C(D) for the set of all sums of elements 
of A. 
When 0 $ Z, then Z is the normal subgroup of D x which plays the role 
of sums of squares in the commutative theory. A *-ordering is the inter- 
section with S(D) of a type of ordering containing C first developed by 
Holland [H3] (see “extended *-ordering” in Section 3). The set of all 
elements forced to have sign with respect to such an ordering include all 
products of elements of L%(D) and Z. We write S(D) X Z for this subgroup 
of D x because of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Asszrme 0 $ L(D). Atzy element of the normal subgroup 
l7S(D) of D x can be tvritten in the form sd with s E S(D) ‘, d E Z(D). Thus 
LW(D).Z(D)= {sdlsES(D)X, d&C(D)}. 
Proof: Let p~l7S(D). We set s= (p +p*)-’ E S(D)x and d = 
(p+p*)p=p’+p*p, which lies in 2 because [D”,I~S(D)]GC. Then 
p=sd as desired. 1 
One final piece of notation which we shall use is S(Z) for the set 
S(D) n L’(D). As for sums of squares in Artin-Schreier theory, the set S(C) 
is the intersection of all the *-orderings [C2, H3]. 
2. W(D, *)AND ITS FACTOR GROUPS 
We begin this section by establishing a presentation for the (additive) 
group W(D, *). Working from this, we shall be able to consider various 
factor groups and definitions of multiplication on them which yield ring 
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structures. The main difference from proving the corresponding result for 
bilinear forms over commutative fields (cf. [L2, Section 11.41) occurs for 
two dimensional forms. We use the notation cp z I+G to mean that the 
hermitian forms cp and tj are isometric. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let a, b, c, d E S(D) x . The hermitian forms (a, b ) and 
(c, d) are isometric iff there exist r, s, t E D such that c = rar* + sbs* and 
d=t(r-‘*a-‘r-’ +s-‘*b-‘s-‘)t* ( M ,h en rs#O) or d=tat* (when r=O) 
or d= tbt* (when s=O). 
Proof Let cp be the form on a two dimensional vector space V 
represented by (a, b) with respect to the basis u,, u2. If the forms are 
isometric, then there exists another basis )v,, M?~ of V with respect o which 
cp is represented by (c, d). There exist r, SE D with )t’, = ru, + su2. Thus 
c=(~(~~,,b~~)=rar*+sbs*. If r=O, then (c)z(b) and by Witt cancella- 
tion [S, Corollary 7.9.21, we have (a) z (d). Similarly, if s = 0, we 
obtain isometries in the reverse order. Now assume rs #O. Let t, UE D 
such that icZ= tr-‘*a-‘~, +uu,. Since 141~ and IV? are orthogonal, we 
have O=(~(‘v,,w~)=t*+sbu*, and therefore u*= -b-‘s-It*, and 
u = - ts-‘*b-l. NOW d = (p(‘vz, wz) = (tr~‘*a-‘)a(a-‘r-‘t*) + ubu* = 
t(r-‘*aa?’ + SC’*bb’s-‘)I* as desired. The construction shows that the 
converse is also true. 1 
We say two hermitian forms cp and JI are chain equivalent if there exists 
a sequence of diagonal forms cp,,, cpl, . . . . (P,,, such that ~0, = cp, qrn = + and 
for each i = 0, . . . . m-1, Cpi and ‘pi+1 are identical in all but two com- 
ponents, and the binary forms corresponding to those two components are 
isometric. Using the previous proposition in place of the usual isometry 
theorem for binary forms, the proof of [L2, Theorem IS.23 carries over to 
our situation to give 
THEOREM 2.2. Zf cp and II/ are isometric diagonal n-dimensional forms, 
then they are chain equioalent. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let D be a *-field. The Witt group W(D, *) is isomorphic 
to the free abelian group generated by the symbols (a), a E S(D) x, module 
the subgroup generated by the elements 
(i) (a)-(dad*) (aES(D)X,dEDX) 
(ii) (a)+(b)-(a+b)-(a-‘+b-‘) (a,b,a+bES(D)X) 
(iii) (1)+(-l). 
Proof Let Y be the group whose presentation is given in the statement 
of the theorem. By the definition of W(D, *) and Proposition 2.1, we 
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know that (i), (ii), and (iii) hold in IV(D, * ), so there exists a surjective 
group homomorphism 9 + W(D, *). To check that the kernel of this 
homomorphism is zero, it suffices. by Theorem 2.2, to check that if 
(a, 6) 2 (c, d), then (a> + (h) - (c) - (ti) is generated by relations 
(i), (ii), and (iii). But it is easily seen using Proposition 2.1 that, in fact. 
relations (i) and (ii) suffice to generate it. 1 
In order to define a multiplication, we must first factor out certain 
subgroups of W(D, *). As noted in the introduction, the motivation for this 
is that when X, # 4, there is a natural quotient ring of W(D, *) consisting 
of certain continuous functions on X,. 
For each positive integer n, let H’,“’ be the subgroup of W(D, *) 
generated by all elements of the form 
(n;a;+ (n;q)*) - (nl;r;u,r* + (n;r,u,r:)*). u~ES(D)~, ri~DX, 
or of the form 
(c(u-‘+b-‘)+(u-L+b-‘)C)-((uC+Cu)-’+(bc+cb)-’), 
a, b, c, u+bES(D)X. 
Set H, = lJ 7 HP’, and write WJ(D, *) = W(D, *)/H,. On WJ(D, *) we 
define a multiplication on the generators by (u).(b) = ((ub+bu)/2). 
The definition of H, guarantees that this multiplication is well defined on 
all of WJ(D, *): elements of the first (respectively, second) form guarantee 
that relation (i) (respectively, (ii)) of Theorem 2.3 is respected by the multi- 
plication. Note that it would suffice to factor out Hi2’ to obtain a well- 
defined multiplication. We require the larger group H, in order to obtain 
a theorem relating homomorphisms to *-orderings (Theorem 2.5). A quick 
check of this multiplication shows that it is commutative, distributive over 
addition, but is not associative. Since (a) . (a) = (a’) = (au* ) = ( 1) = 1 
in WJ(D, *), this nonassociative ring is an example of what is known as a 
commutative Jordan ring (or Jordan algebra over Z). 
We next proceed to force associativity. Let H, be the subgroup of 
W(D, *) generated by H, together with all elements of the form 
((u).(b)).(c)-(u>.((b>.(c)) 
=(((ub+bu)c+c(ub+ba))/4)-((a(bc+cb)+(bc+cb)a)/4). 
We write WR(D, *) for the (commutative and associative) ring W(D, *)/H, 
under the multiplication defined above. In order to study WR(D, *), we 
first wish to show that it has the general form of an abstract Witt ring as 
studied in [KRWl]; i.e., it is a quotient of an integral group ring of a 
certain form. 
Set G equal to the quotient group Z7S(D)/A and write [17s,] for 
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the equivalence class in G of Z7sjc Z7S(D). We define a function 
0: G -. WR(D, *) by 6( [sl . ..s.])=l7y(s,) in WR(D,*). To see that 
8 is well defined, assume S, r~Z7s(D) with [s] = [t]. Then s= tu, 
with u = l7UiUTl7[Vj, \t>]vj, ui E D x. Now we have Q[s]) = 
e([t])z7(u,u:) “(vjwjv~)(v,~‘*v,~‘)(w,-‘) = fl([t]) hyw,)(w-‘) = 
13( [t]) in WR( D, *). It is now clear that 8 is a homomorphism, and hence 
extends to a surjective ring homomorphism 8: Z[G] + WR(D, *) on the 
integral group ring h[ G]. 
THEOREM 2.4. The kernel of 8: Z[G] + WR(D, *) is additively generated 
by elements of the form 
(i) [a, .*.a,,] - [a], where a, a,ES(D)X and a is defined by the 
product (a>=((a,)((a,>((a,>(...(a,>)...). 
(ii) [nai+ (nai)*] - [Zlriair* + (Z7riair~)*], aiES(D)X, rieDX. 
(iii) [a]+[b]-[a+b]-[a-‘+b-‘],a,b,a+bES(D)”. 
(iv) [l]+[-11. 
Proof Let 9 be the free abelian group on 5’(D) x. Then we have a 
commutative diagram of group homomorphisms 
WV4 *)- WW, * 1, 
where the homomorphism 9 -+ h[G] is defined by C n,(s,) H x ni[si] 
for SUE S(D)%, ni E Z, and the homomorphism 9 + W(D, *) comes from 
Theorem 2.3. From Theorem 2.3 and the definition of H,, it is clear that 
elements from (i)-(iv) all lie in ker 8. Conversely, let cp = x ni gi E ker 0. By 
(i), we may assume each gi = [s;] for some si E S(D) x. Now we can lift cp 
to II/ = C ni(si) E 9 which maps to 0 under 9 + W(D, *) + WR(D, *). By 
Theorem 2.3 and the construction of WR(D, *), the element I,$ is generated 
by elements of the form 
(a) (a)- (rar*), aES(D)X, rED”. 
(b) (a)+(b)-(a+b)-(a-‘+b-‘), a,b,a+bES(D)X. 
(c) Cl>+<-1). 
(d) (ZIa,+(Z7a,)*)-(ZZr,a,r,*+(I;lr,a,r~)*), aiES(D)%, riEDX. 
(e) (c(a-l+b-‘)+(a~l+b~l)c)-((ac+ca)~l+(bc+cb)-l), 
a,b,c,a+bES(D)X. 
(f) (((ab + ba)c + c(ab + ba))/4) - ((a(bc + cb) + (bc + 
cb)a)/4), a, b, CES(D)~. 
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Now (a) is contained in (d) as a l-fold product and elements from (b). 
(c), and (d) clearly map into elements from (iii), (iv), and (ii), respectively. 
Elements from (e) map into elements generated by (i)-(iv) since 
[(ac+ca)-’ + (bc + cbj-‘1 = [ UC + ca] + [bc + cb] - [UC + ca 
+ bc + cb] = [uc] + [bc] - [(a+b)c] = ([a] + [b] - [a + 
b]). [c] = [a-’ + b-‘][c] = [(a--‘+b -‘)c] = [~(a-’ + 6-l) + 
(a-’ + b-‘)c]. Elements from (f) map into the elements generated by 
(i)-(iv) since [((ub + bu)c + c(ub + bu))/4] = [cub] = [ubc] = [(u(bc + cb) + 
(bc+ cb)u)/4]. Thus we see that $ can be written in terms of elements 
which map into elements of E[G] generated by (i)-(iv), and therefore cp 
lies in the additive subgroup generated by such elements. 1 
Since the group G has exponent 2, any character x of G induces a 
homomorphism $y : h [ G] + Z. The form of the generators of the kernel of 
8 shows that each element of ker $, maps to 0, &2, or +4 (cf. [KRWl, 
Lemma 1.20)). It then follows that WR(D, *) is a “Witt ring for G” as 
defined in [KRWl, Definition 3.121. Kleinstein and Rosenberg [KRl] 
study the sets of group and ring homomorphisms from a Witt ring for G 
to the ring of integers. As in the commutative case (see [KRW2, Kn]), 
these homomorphisms have an intimate connection with orderings, and as 
noted above, the existence of orderings as in parts (b) and (c) of the next 
theorem implies the *-field must be purely transcendental over its center. 
THEOREM 2.5. (a) There exists a bijectille correspondence between 
group homomorphisms cr: W(D, *) + H such that o( (1)) = 1, CJ( a)) = + 1 
for all a E S(D) x and Buer orderings of (D, * ). 
(b) There exists a bijective correspondence between group 
homomorphisms o: WJ(D, *) + Z (or WR(D, *) + H) such that a( (1)) = 1, 
a( (a)) = _+ 1 for UN a E S(D) x and *-semiorderings of (D, *). 
(c) There exists u bijective correspondence between ring 
homomorphisms 0: WJ( D, * ) + Z (or WR(D, * ) -+ Z) and *-orderings of 
(D, *). [Note: ring homomorphisms are assumed to curry 1 to 1.1 
The proof of this theorem will be postponed until after we have carefully 
defined each type of ordering in the next section. It follows from this 
theorem and the general theory of [KRWl, KRW2, KR] that the elements 
of X, correspond to minimal, nonmaximal prime ideals of WR(D, *), the 
topology on X, is that induced by the Zariski topology on the prime 
spectrum of WR(D, *), and there is a canonical injection of the reduced 
Witt ring WRred(D, *), defined as WR(D, *) modulo its nilradical, into the 
ring of continuous functions V(X,, Z) defined in the previous section. 
We would like to obtain stronger structure results for WR(D, a) such as 
are known for the case where D is commutative and * = identity [KR2, 
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M2]. The complexity of the subgroup H, prevents the usual arguments 
from working. We shall instead prove these structure results for 
WR,,(D, *) by first developing a substantial amount of machinery in Sec- 
tions 3-5. This approach is similar to that used for higher level Witt rings 
in [BR]. The only situation in which this can be substantially simplified is 
when the subgroup H, is trivial; that is, W(D, *) is already a ring. This 
requires that S(D) be closed under multiplication. A result of Dieudonne 
[Hl, Lemma l] shows that this happens iff either D is commutative or D 
is a standard quaternion algebra (i.e., if D has the usual basis i, j, k over 
its center Z, then thz involution is given by (w + xi + JJ~ + zk)* = VI’ - xi - 
yj- zk, NJ, x, y, z E Z [ [L2, Chap. 31). Even in these cases, the machinery 
developed in the next sections is of some independent interest, though the 
restriction to commutative fields and quaternion algebras simplifies many 
of the definitions and results considerably. In particular, the group 
S(D) ’ C, which appears throughout the results, is equal to S(D) x when- 
ever the symmetric elements are closed under multiplication; thus the 
“extended’ versions of all definitions in the next sections coincide with the 
symmetric versions. We conclude this section by relating the commutative 
*-field and quaternion algebra cases to the usual commutative theory. The 
main concern beginning with Section 3 of this paper will be the case of 
*-fields purely transcendental over their centers. The commutative case of 
the next theorem is contained in [KRW2, Proposition 2.51. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let D be a *-field lvhich is either commutative or a 
standard quaternion algebra. Let F be the commutative subfield S(D). The 
canonical ring homomorphism W(F) + W(D, * ) is surjective tvith kernel 
generated by elements of the form ( 1, - dd * > for d E D x. 
Proof. The surjectivity follows from the fact that the components of 
diagonalized hermitian forms over D are elements of F. From the presenta- 
tion of W(D, *) and a presentation of W(F) [L2, Sect. 11.41, we see that 
the only relation in W(D, *) not already holding in W(F) is (a) = 
(dad*), aEFx, deD”. Since Flies in the center of D, we have dad*= 
add *, so (a, -dad*) = (a>(l, -dd*) in W(F) and the conclusion 
follows. 1 
We write D(q) for the set of elements of F X represented by a bilinear 
form qn over a field F [L2]. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let F be a formally real field. 
(a) Let D = F(i), i2 = - 1, bvith * defined by conjugation. The kernel of 
W(F)+ W(F(i), *) is generated by elements (1, -x), XE D((l, 1)). Thus 
W(F) g W( F( i), *) iff F is Pythagorean (cf [ L2, p. 2251). 
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(b) Let D be the quaternion algebra (u, b ) ot’er F with the starrdurd 
inoolution. The kernel of W(F) -+ W(D, * ) is generated bJ> elements 
(1, -x), xuD((1, -a. -b.ab)). Furthermore. W(F)r W(D,*) $fF is 
Pythagorean and -a, -b E F “, the set of nonzero .squares in F. 
Proof: The only part not immediate from Theorem 2.6 and the defini- 
tions in [L2] is the latter part of (b). Elements of D(( 1, -a, -6, ah)) 
have the form IV’- ax’- blvz + abz2, for II’, s, ,i’, 2 E F, not all zero. For 
W(F) + W( D, *) to be an isomorphism, these must all be squares. But this 
implies that -a and -b are squares and that sums of squares are squares, 
from which the conclusion follows. 1 
The structure results we eventually wish to obtain for WR,,(D, *) can 
be deduced from the commutative theory when D is as in the previous 
theorem with O#Z’(D). Some of these results are extended to commutative 
*-rings in [KRW2, K]. The concept of preordering in the next corollary 
can be found in [Ll, Sect. l] or in a more complicated noncommutative 
form in the next section. The corollary follows immediately from the 
theorem above and [Ll, Theorem 1.261. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If, in addition to the hl’potheses of Theorem 2.6, we 
assume 0 4 Z(D), then WRred(D, * ) is isomorphic to W,(F), where T = S(Z) 
is a preordering of F. 
3. FREORDERINGS, ORDERINGS, AND SEMIORDERINGS 
A Baer orderining on (D, *) is defined to be a subset P of S(D) x 
satisfying P+PEP, ~GP, dPd*sP for all deD”, Pn-P=& and 
P u -P = S(D) X. To include any form of closure under multiplication, we 
shall find it convenient to have two versions of the subsequent ordering 
concepts, one contained in S(D) x and the other an “extended” version 
containing Z(D). These orderings only exist when 0 & C(D), so we impose 
this condition on the *-field henceforth. We begin by recalling the delini- 
tions of [C2]. 
DEFINITON 3.1. (i) A *-semiordering of (D, *) is a Baer ordering 
satisfying qx + x*q E Q for all q E Q, x E C. 
(ii) An extended *-semiordering is a *-closed subset Q c D satisfying 
Q+QsQ, ~EQ, dQd*GQ for all dED”, Qn -Q=& Qu-Q? 
KS(D) and Q.ZcQ. 
In fact, a *-semiordering Q always satisfies the stronger multiplicative 
condition: qx + x*q* E Q whenever x E Z; q E S(D) x Z and q + q* E Q [CZ, 
Lemma 2.191. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. (i) A *-ordering is a Baer ordering P satisfying 
xy + JX E P whenever x, y E P. 
(ii) An extended *-ordering is an extended *-semiordering P 
satisfying P. P c P. 
While it is not obvious from these definitions, every *-ordering is a 
*-semiordering. As in [C2], we shall denote the set of all *-orderings by 
XD and topologize it as in the commutative case to obtain a Boolean space 
(compact, Hausdorff and totally disconnected). A subbasis of clopen 
(closed and open) sets for the topology consists of the sets of the form 
H(d)= (PEXoIdEPf (dES(D)“). 
THEOREM 3.3. (a) Let Q be a *-semiordering. Then 
is an extended *-semiordering such that Qe n S(D) x = Q. 
(b) Let P be a *-ordering. Then there exists an extended *-ordering P’ 
such that P’ n S(D) ’ = P. 
Proof Part (a) follows from [C2, Proposition 2.81. In part (b), the set 
P’ is best defined in terms of a valuation, as in [Cl, I, Theorem 5.43, where 
it is called a “strong ordering.” This can also be proved using Theorem 3.5 
and Corollary 3.7 below. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Q be an extended *-semiordering. 
(a) if aES(D)X C bvith O<a<b (tvith respect to Q), then 
O<b-‘<a-‘. 
(b) f’ a, b, a + b E S(D) x Z, then sgn(a-’ +b-‘) = sgn(a) sgn(b) 
sgn(a + b), Kjhere sgn(x) = + 1 if x E Q’, and - 1 if x E - Q’. 
Proof. We use the relation (x-’ +y-I)-’ =x(x + y)-‘y, which holds 
for all x, ycDX with x+y#O. Set x=a, y=b-aeQ, so we have 
This implies 
0 < a-‘(a- ab-‘a)a-‘* = a-‘* - &‘aa-‘*. 
Multiply on the right by a*a-’ EC to obtain 0 <a-’ -b&l. This proves 
part (a). Part (b) follows easily from the same relation 
(a-‘+b-‘)-‘=a(a+b)-‘b using the fact that x~Q<iff x-‘EQe. 1 
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Having all of the relevant definitions, we are now in a position to prove 
Theorem 2.5 of the previous section. 
Proof CI~ Theorem 2.5. (a) Given a Baer ordering Q, define 
c: W(D,*)+Z by ~((a))= +l if aEQ, -1 if aES(D)X but a$Q, and 
extend to all of W(D, *) by additivity. It is clear from the definition of 
Baer ordering that c~ is well defined as far as relations (i) and (iii) of 
Theorem 2.3 are concerned. For relation (ii), one can check several cases 
using the fact that 0 < .Y <y implies 0 <J ~~ ’ < s ’ with respect o Q [ H3, 
Lemma 5.11. Thus IJ is a group homomorphism as desired. Conversely, 
given a group homomorphism (T: W(D, *) --f Z carrying ( 1) to 1 and each 
(a) to +l, one defines Q= {FESS Ia(( 1). It is easily seen that 
Q is a Baer ordering; for example, closure under addition follows from 
Theorem 2.3(ii). 
(b) Given a *-semiordering Q, we obtain by (a) a group 
homomorphism 0: W(D, *) + Z. We must show that a(H,) =O. Let 
a,, . . . . a,z E S(D) x, r,, . . . . r,, E D x, and set x = I~u,. Then x E Q’ u - Q’. We 
consider the case x E Q’, the other case being similar. Since Q’ . Z s Q’, we 
have xI7r,r* E Qe. Now 
x17rir: E IIlr,u,r,* (modCJWD), D x I), 
so x+x* and l7r,u,rr + ( 17rjuirj ) * * both lie in Q, and therefore 
(x+x*) - ( 17riairF + (l7r,u,rT)*) E ker cr. Similarly, one shows 
(((ub+ba)c+c(ab+bu))/4)-(u(bc+cb)+(bc+cb)u)/4)~kera since 
the value of 0 on each term is determined by whether ubcE Qe. It is more 
difficult to check that (c(u-‘+b-‘)+(u-‘+b-‘)c)-((uc+cu)-’+ 
(bc + cb)- ’ ) E ker 0. Using Lemma 3.4 one sees that sgn( (uc + cu) - ’ + 
(bc + cb)-‘) = sgn(uc + cu) sgn(bc + cb) sgn(c(u + b) + (a + b)c) = 
sgn(uc) sgn(bc) sgn((u + b)c) = sgn((uc)-’ + (bc)-‘) = sgn(c(u-’ + 
b-‘)) = sgn(c(u-’ + 6-l) + (a-’ + bp’)c), so that in fact the value of 
0 on each form is determined by whether (a-’ + b-‘)c E Q’. It follows that 
a(H,) = 0. Conversely, assume cr: WJ(D, *) -+ B is a group homomorphism; 
in particular, a(H,) = 0. Define the Baer ordering Q as in (a). Let 
q E Q, x E Z. We must show qx + x*q E Q. Since Q is closed under addition, 
it suffices to consider XE A. First assume x = dd*/2, d E D y. 
Then (qx+x*q) = (q(d, 1 .d*)2-‘+2-‘(d. 1 .d*)q) = (q) (mod H,). 
Secondly, assume x=[d,s]/2, dED”, SES(D)~. Then (qx+x*q)= 
(q(dsd*)(d-‘*d-‘)s2-‘+2-‘s(d-‘*d-’)(dsd*)q) - (qs22-‘+2-‘s2q) 
= (q) (mod Hi). Since H, includes Hy’ for all n, we obtain, for any x E A, 
qx+x*qEQ iff qEQ. 
(c) Now let P be a *-ordering and let CJ: WR(D, *) + Z be the group 
homomorphism given by (b). From the definition of *-ordering, we obtain 
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~((ab+ba))=a((a))a((b)) and thus c is actually a ring homo- 
morphism. Conversely, given a ring homomorphism 0: WJ(D, *) + Z, each 
(a) is a unit, hence maps to +_ 1. Let P be the corresponding *-semi- 
ordering given by (b). If a,bEP, then a((ub+bu))=a((u))a((b))= 1 
implies ab + bu E P, and thus P is a *-ordering. 1 
DEFINITION 3.5. (i) An extended preordering is a *-closed subset 
TED” satisfying T+TsT, dTd*zTfor all deD”, C&T, -l$Tand 
T.T&T. 
(ii) A preordering is the set of symmetric elements in an extended 
preordering. 
Note that if TV T, then t-l= t-‘t*t-‘*E T. Also, we see that C is the 
smallest extended preordering and S(C) is the smallest preordering. We 
give an intrinsic definition of preordering in Theorem 3.9 below. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let T be an extended preordering and x E IIS( Let 
T[x] = {t, + t,xl tie Tu {0}, not both O}. 
Then T[x] is an extended preordering iff x# - T. 
Proof. It is clear that T[x] is closed under addition. Since x E ZZS(D) 
and [S(D) X, D x ] G .Z c T, we have x* E T[x] and thus T[x] is *-closed. 
Similarly, we obtain closure under multiplication; for if x* = xz, z E Z:, then 
(t, + t,x)(t, + t,x) = (t, t, + t,t4[t;‘, x]xx*z-1) + (t2t3[t;‘, x] + t, t,)x. 
For deD”, we have dd* EZ;E T, so dT[x]d* G T[x]. Thus T[x] is an 
extended preordering iff - 1 4 T[x]. But the equation - 1 = t, + t,x holds 
iff x= -t;‘(l+t,)E -T. 1 
COROLLARY 3.7. A maximal extended preordering is an extended 
*-ordering. 
Remark. The converse of Corollary 3.7 is not true. It is possible to have 
one extended *-ordering properly contained in another. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let T be an extended preordering. Then Tn S(D) x .Z = 
/J P n S(D) x Z‘, fiThere P ranges over all extended *-orderings containing T. 
Proof: Let de S(D) X C such that d$ T. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume de S(D) X since Z G T. Then T[ -d] is an extended pre- 
ordering by Proposition 3.6, hence is contained in an extended *-ordering 
P, by Corolary 3.7. But then d# P,, so d 4 n P. 1 
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THEOREM 3.9. A subset Tz S(D) ’ is a preordering !fT it satkfies 
T+TsT, dTd*cTfor all dcDx, S(Z) c T. - 14 T and sy +.19*x* E T 
whenever x + I*, y + .I’* E T. x. ~7 E S(D) ’ Z. 
Proof Assume first that T satisfies the given collection of conditions. 
Set TO= {~.Y~Ix~ES(D)~Z, .Y,+x,?E T}. Let t=xs,E T,,nS(D)“. Then 
t = X:(X, +x*)/2 E T, so TO n S(D) ’ = T. It is easily checked that TO is an 
extended preordeing, whence T is a preordering. 
Conversely, assume that T is a preordering, say T = T, n S(D), where TO 
is an extended preordering. The only condition which is not immediate is 
the product condition. Let X, J’E S(D) X Z such that .v+ x*, y +I’* E T. 
Since ,Y and y must have sign with respect o any extended *-ordering, we 
have X, y E P for any extended *-ordering P containing T,,; for otherwise, 
x + x*, )’ +I’* E -P 2 - T. But then .q +)7*x* E P for any such P, and 
thus .Y.Y + y*x* E T,, n S(D) x = T by Theorem 3.8. 1 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let T be a preordering for (0, *). Then 
is an extended preordering with T n S(D) x = T. 
Proof This is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.9. 1 
The following results for preorderings, corresponding to results above for 
their extended counterparts, can now be easily checked. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let T be a preordering, a E S(D) x. Let T[a] = 
F[a] n S(D) x. Then T[a] is a preordering iff a 4 - T. 
COROLLARY 3.12. A preordering is maximal iff it is a *-ordering. 
DEFINITION 3.13. Let T be a preordering. We write 
XT= {PEXJ TG P}. 
Since X,= n,, T H(a) is an intersection of closed sets, it is closed in X, 
and hence is a Boolean space in the relative topology. 
COROLLARY 3.14. Let T be a preordering. Then T= n P (P E X,). 
We shall conclude this section by developing a concept of semiordering 
related to X, for our study of isotropy in Section 5. For the remainder of 
this section, we shall let T be a fixed preordering. 
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DEFINITION 3.15. (i) A T-semiordering is a *-semiordering Q satisfying 
qt+t*qEQ for all qEQ, tE T’. 
(ii) An extended T-semiordering is an extended *-semiordering Q 
satisfying Q . T’ c Q. 
THEOREM 3.16. Let Q be a T-semiordering. Then 
is an extended T-semiordering such that Qe n S(D) x = Q. 
Proof. As in Theorem 3.3(a), the set Qe is an extended *-semiordering 
with Qe n S(D) x = Q. Let q E Q, t E T’. Then qt + t*q E Q, hence qt E Qe, 
and thus Q’ is an extended T-semiordering. 1 
Our notation Q’ is now somewhat ambiguous unless the preordering T 
is specified (and uses T= S(D)X implicity in Theorem 3.3(a)). It will 
always be assumed to be computed with respect o the largest preordering 
under discussion. 
PROPOSITION 3.17. Let {sj} G S(D) x such that zero is not in 
{x (s;t,+ c:s;))~~E T’u {0}, not all equal to 0). Then there exists a 
T-semiordering Q containing either {sj) or { -s,}. 
Proof: Let T+ = {C (Sit,+ tTSi)l tie T’u {0}, not all equal to 0} and 
Tp = - Tf. Assume OE T+ + T. Then we claim that O$ T- + T. For if 
O=~(s,ti+t*si)+t for some tin T’u (01, TV T, and also 
O=-~(siuj+u~si)+uforsomeui~Teu{O),u~T,thenO=ut~‘~(siti 
+ t*Si) + Ut-‘2 + x (SiUi + U*Si) -U = x (UC’Sitj + Ut-‘t,*S;) + 
z (SiUi + UTSi) = 1 dis;, where di=ut-Lti[t~yl,si]+utt’t,f+ + 
Ui[U,T’, si] + ur E T’ whenever ti or ui is nonzero. Thus O= 
x (dp, + s,dF) E T+, a contradiction of the original hypothesis. 
So without loss of generality, we may assume 0 4 T+ + T. Let Q be a 
maximal subset of S(D) x such that Q 2 T+ + T, Q + Q s Q, dQ d* E Q for 
all dED” ,Qn-Q=#andqt+t*q~Qwheneverq~Q,t~T~.IfQisnot 
a T-semiordering, then there exists s E S(D) x such that s $ f Q. Maximality 
of Q implies that we can write 0 = x disjdi* + st + t*s + q, where 
di6 D”, qEQ, tETP. Then sx = -4, where x = x [s- I, di] didi* + 
t+ [SC’, t*]t* E T’, and so s= -4x-I ES(D)~ n -Q.T’c_ -Q, a con- 
tradiction. 1 
4. VALUATIONS AND COMPATIBILITY 
In this section we consider various versions of compatibility between a 
valutation and a preordering, T-semiordering or *-ordering. As usual, we 
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begin with a *-field (D, * ) such that 0 4 Z(D). Let c be a valuation on D 
in the sense of [SC]. We denote the valuation ring, its maximal ideal, its 
group of units, residue class (skew) field and value group (written 
additively) by A,., m,., U,., D,.. and r,., respectively. We denote the canoni- 
cal homomorphism A,. -+ D,. by rr,.. We shall often suppress the subscripts 
when the valuation is clear. For de A,., we shall write either z,.(d) or d for 
the image in D,.. For any subset BE D ‘, we write B for rc,.( B n U,,). (Since 
this will generally be done when B is a preordering, T-semiordering or 
*-ordering, we have deliberately excluded zero from the image.) A valua- 
tion 11 is called a *-valuation if v(d) = v(d*) for all dE D x. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be a preordering, Q a T-semiordering and v a 
*-valuation. Consider the following statements. 
(a) O<a< b (with respect to Q) implies v(a) 3 v(b) in r,. .for all 
a, bES(D)X. 
(b) (l+m)q+q(l +m*)EQfor all qEQ, mEm,nZ7S(D). 
(c) A,. is convex \iith respect to Q. 
(d) m,. is convex with respect to Q. 
(e) l+(rn,,nS(D))~Q. 
(f) (1 + m,) n K!?(D) E Q’. 
k) q:‘(e)nW)cQ. 
(h) 0 is a T-semiordering. 
Then we have (a)e(b)*(c)o(d)=(e)o(f)o(g)o(h). 
Proof (a)*(b). Assume (1 -m)q+q(l -m*)E -Q, so 0<2q< 
qm* + mq. Then (a) implies v(q) B v(qm* + mq) = v(m) + v(q) [C2, 
Prop. 2.81. This implies v(m) < 0, a contradiction of m E m,. 
(b) * (a). Assume 0 <a G b with respect to Q and v(a) < v(b). Then 
a-lb, ba-‘Em,,nHS(D), so 2(a-b)=a(l-a-‘b)+(l-ba-‘)aEQ by 
(b), and thus a > 6, a contradiction. 
(a) =- (c). Trivial. 
(c)e(d). Let 0 -C a < b, b E m,. Then 0 < 6-l 6 a-’ by 
Lemma3.4(a). Now b-‘$A,, so a-‘$A, by (c) and hence aem,.. The 
converse is similar. 
(d)*(e). Let mEm,,nS(D). If 1-mE-Q, then O<l<m, 
contradicting (d). Thus 1 -m E Q proving (e). 
(e)*(h). By (e) we have - 1 $ Q, hence - 1 4 T, and so T is a 
preordering of D,. It is easily checked that Q is a T-semiordering. 
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(h)*(g). Let UEK;‘(Q)~S(D), so ii~Q. If u#Q, then UE -Q, so 
U E Q n - Q, contradicting (h). 
(g)-(f). Let Mom, with 1 +mcKS(D). Then 1 +m~Q’u -Q’. If 
1 + m E -Q’, then 2 + m + m* E - Q’ n S(D) = -Q, contradicting (g). 
(f)=>(e). Trivial. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let P be a *-ordering. Statements (a)-(h) qf Theorem 4.1 
are all equivalent for P. 
Proof We shall show (e) =z. (a) to complete the circle of equivalences. 
Let O<a< b with respect to P and assume v(a) < v(b). Then 
u(a-lb+ba-l)~v(b)-v(a)>O, so a-‘b+ba-‘Em,nS(D). By state- 
ment (e), we have l-(a~‘b+ba~‘)>O, or a-‘b+ba-‘cl. Now a<b 
implies a-lb- 1, ba-’ - 1 E P’u {0}, whence a-lb+ ba-’ 22, a con- 
tradiction. m 
When any of the equivalent conditions (a)-(h) holds for a *-ordering 
and a *-valuation, we say they are compatible. The literature is mixed in 
defining compatibility when the conditions are not equivalent. We shall 
follow the commutative case in [Ll] and say a T-semiordering Q is com- 
patible with a *-valuation u if A, is convex with respect o Q. Note that this 
is weaker than the meaning of compatibility in most of the *-field literature 
[Cl, C2, H2, H3]. This has the advantage that every T-semiordering is 
compatible with some real valuation even though the stronger condition 
(a) may never hold [C2, Sect. 21. We say that a preordering T is 
compatible with v if v is compatible with some *-ordering in X,; and T is 
full-y compatible with u if u is compatible with every *-ordering in X,. To 
characterize these latter two concepts, we must first develop the notion of 
wedge product. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let v be a *-valuation. 
(a) Let T be a preordering such that T is a preordering on D,. Let 
t=x tie T’ with ti+tr E T, tiES(D)XZ. Then v(ti)av(t) for each i. 
(b) Let T be a preordering compatible with v. Then v(d+d*)= v(d) 
for any de S(D) x . T’. 
Proof: (a) Assume v(t ,) < u(t) is minimal among the values v(t,). 
Then t;‘t= 1 +&, t;‘tiem, with each t;‘tie,4,. Therefore, -1 = 
n&>, (t;‘ti+ ty t;‘*)/2)E T, a contradiction. 
(b) By definition, L’ is compatible with some *-ordering P in X,. 
Since d must have sign with respect to P’, the result follows from [Cl, 
Lemma 2.4(a)]. 1 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let ~1 be a *-caluation on (D, *). Let T be a preordering 
qf’ D and Q a preordering qf D,. containing T. Define 
TA Q= ~t,u,(ti~~,rc,~Q’nnS(D) nS(D), 
where Q’ is the set of products of‘ elements oj‘ TC*: ‘(0). Then T A 0 is a 
preordering of D filly compatible ltlith L’ and K,.( (T A 0) n U,.) = Q. 
Proof: We first check that rc( T A 0) n U,) G Q. Let x = C tiuiE 
(T A Q) n U,.. If v(ti) > 0 for all i, then it is clear that .U = x (t,Ui + U:f7)/2 
E Q. Otherwise, we may assume u(t,) < 0 is minimal among the u( ti). Then 
xu;‘t,-’ = 1 + C;,, t,u,u,-‘t,’ = 1 + XI>, tit,‘[t,, U;24;‘]u,u;’ = 
1 + zi,, riui, where rl = tit;‘[tl, uiu;‘] E T’ n A,, and ui= 
uiu,-l E Q’ n l7S(D). In D,., we have 0 = 1 + x Fir?;, or - 1= 
1 (Fifii + ti:rF)/2 E Q, a contradiction. (Actually, applying the definition of 
preordering directly requires that fi E S(D,)x C(D,); Lemma 4.3 and the 
definition of T’ in Corollary 3.10 ensure that each Fi is a sum of such 
elements.) 
Set M= {x t,u,l t,E T’, USE Q’ n KS(D)}. We claim that M is an 
extended preordering. It is clearly closed under addition. For d6 D x we 
have dMd* E M since T’ 2 [D X, ILS(D)]. We clearly have 
C(D) c T’ c M and M* E M. The set M is closed under multiplication 
since both T’ and Q’ n ES(D) are closed and T’z [D ‘, KS(D)]. Also 
- 16 A4 since rr(M n S(D) n U,.) = rr(( T A Q) n U,) E Q. Therefore M is an 
extended preordering and T A Q = M n S(D) is preordering. Finally, 
T A Q 2 n-‘(Q) n S(D), so every *-ordering containing T A 0 is com- 
patible with u by Theorem 4.2(g). 1 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let T be a preordering and v a *-valuation. Then 
(a) T is compatible with v iff ( 1 + m,) n - T= $ iff T is a preordering 
on D,. 
(b) T is fully compatible with v iff 1 + (m, n S(D)) E T 
Proof (a) Let P E X, with P compatible with u. Then - l# P 3 T, so 
(1 + m,) n - T= 4. The fact that T is a preordering now implies that T is 
a preordering on D,. By Theorem 4.4, this last fact implies that T A T is a 
preordering of D fully compatible with u. Let PE X, h r~ X,. Then P is 
compatible with v, so by definition, T is compatible with v. 
(b) For PE XT, we have P compatible with u iff 1 + (m, n S(D)) E P. 
But T= r) P ( PE X,) by Corollary 3.14, so (b) follows. 1 
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DEFINITION 4.6. For a *-valuation u and preordering T compatible with 
v, we define T” to be the smallest preordering containing T and fully 
compatible with U. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. The preordering T” ahvays exists and equals T A T, 
Mlhich in turn equals 
~(ti(l+m,)+(l+m~)t~)~ti~Te,mi~m,., l+rn,~S(D)~ .T’ . 
Proof: By Proposition 4.5(a) we know that T is a preordering of D, 
and so by Theorem 4.4, we have T A T= {C tiuil t,E T’, uie T’n L%(D)} 
n S(D) is a preordering of D containing T and fully compatible with u. We 
are using T’ here to denote {n tiI t,E u’( T)}. It is clear by Proposition 
4.5(b) that T,,={~(ti(l+mi)+(l+m~)t~)~ti~Te, miEm,, l+m,~ 
S(D) x . T’} is the minimal choice for T” if it is preordering. Thus it will 
suffice to show that T,, = T A i=. It is obvious that TO E T A T Conversely, 
let x = C tiui E T A r Then ui E T’ n ITS(D), so Ui =pi for some 
pie T’n II,. Set mi=ui-p,om,,, so ui=pi(l +p;‘mi)ETe.(l +m,) with 
1 +pL’lm;=pz”UiES(D)X . T’. Then we have x = C [ (t,p,)( 1 + pi ‘m,) + 
Cl+ (Pi’m,)*)(tip,)*1/2E To. 1 
We now have the potentially confusing situation of having three 
extended preorderings containing TA T, namely T, = (T A T)‘, 
T, = {C tiuil t,E T’, ui~ T’n ZTS(D)} defined in Theorem 4.4 and the 
proof of Proposition 4.7 and T, = {x ti( 1 + mi) ) tiE T’, miE m,, 1 + m,E 
S(D) x . Te} suggested by the statement of Proposition 4.7. With a few 
simple changes, the proof above shows that T, = T,. In fact, we have 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.8. The extended preorderings T, , T,, and T, defined 
above are all equal. 
ProoJ By definition, T, = {x xi 1 xi E S(D) x . Z, xi + XT E T A T}. To 
showthat T,cT,,letx=sz,s~S(D),~~Z,andx+x*=sz+z*s~Tr\ T. 
By Corollary 3.14, T A T= 17 P (P E X,/r r). For any P E X, h T, we have 
zECGPe, so sEPenS(D)” =P. Therefore, SETA T, whence 
s=C[ti(l +m,)+(l +m,?)t*] as in Proposition4.7 and X=SZE T,. 
Conversely, we have T’ c (T A T)’ = T, . Consider 1 + m E S(D) x . T’, 
m E m,. Write 1 +m = st, SE S(D) x, te T’. As above, we obtain 
s E T A TG T, . Therefore, l+rn~T,.T’cT, and hence we have 
T,&T,. 1 
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PROPOSITION 4.9. Let v be a *-valuation and let Q be a T-semiordering 
compatible u+th v such that Q is a *-ordering on D, . For q E Q, ‘ce have 
v(q)Ev(T) rjjf qeTr\ Q. 
Proof If v(q) E c(T), then there exists t E T such that zyt -~‘q) = 0, 
whence t-‘qEQenU,.. Thus tt’q+qtt’ is in Q~U,.~TA Q and so 
tt’qE(Tr\ Q)‘. Therefore q=t(t-‘q)E(TA Q)‘n.S(D)’ =TA Q. 
Conversely, let q=C tiu,E T A Q. Then, using Lemma 4.3, v(q) = 
min v( t,u,) = min v(tj) E tl( T). 1 
Note that the subset v(T) in fL, is a subgroup when tl is compatible with 
T by Lemma 4.3(b). We conclude this section with a technical theorem 
which will be crucial to our proof of the isotropy principle in the next 
section. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let Q be a T-semiordering and v a *-valuation compatible 
nlith Q. 
(a) Assume a E Q, b E S(D) x, and v(a) < v(b) in T. If there exists t E T 
with v(a) < v(t) < v(b), then b <a. 
(b) Assume q E Q and m E m,.. If there exists t E T ‘cith 
O<v(qt)<v(m), then (1 +m)q+q(l +m*)EQ. 
Proof (a) If v(a) < v(t) < v(b), then at-’ + tt’a$A, and btt’ + 
t-lb E m L’ . If u(a) < v(t) < v(b), then at-’ + t-‘a$m,, and 
bt ~’ + t-lb E A,. In either case, the convexity of A, and m,. with respect o 
Q implies that btt’+tt’b<at-‘+t-‘a. Now if a<b, then b-aEQ 
implies (bt-‘+t-lb)-(at-‘+t-‘a)=tt’(b-a)+(b-a)t-’EQ, a 
contradiction. It follows that a > b. 
(b) From the hypothesis, we have v(2q) = v(q) < v(qtq) < v(mq) < 
v(mq + qm*). Since qtq = qtq* E T, we can apply (a) to obtain 
2q > mq + qm *, or equivalently, (1 -m)q + q( 1 -m*) lies in Q as 
desired. 1 
THEOREM 4.11. Let L’ be a *-valuation and let Q be a T-semiordering 
compatible ‘with v. Let ql, . . . . q,, E Q. Then there exists a *-valuation n! such 
that 
(a) A,,. 2 A,. 
(b) {(l+m)qi+q,(l+m*)~m~m..}~Qforeach i. 
(c) If u(qj)$ u(T) for SOme j, then there exists k such that 
w(q, I$4 T). 
Proof: When u(q,) 4 v(T), we have 0 4 v(q, T). For each 
i,v(q,T)+2~,=v(q,T)+v({dd*Id~D”})=o(qi(dtd*~d~D”, tETt)= 
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u(qiT), so 2r,so(q,T). We set ni= {?/~r,llyl<lv(q,T)I}, the set of 
“infinitesimals” of Tc with respect to u(qiT). By [Ll, Lemma 15.183, ni is 
a convex subgroup of f, whenever ni # 4 (in particular, when i =j, where 
u(q,) $ v( T)). By reindexing, we can write JI, s JI, E ... E A,. Set 
r, = r,fA, with the induced ordering, and let u’: D x -+ r, be the corre- 
sponding valuation. It is clear that \V is a *-valuation with A,. c A,.. Since 
A, n u(q, T) = 4, we have w(q,,) $ \u( T) and (c) holds. For (b), let m E m,,,, 
m #O. Then u(m)$A,, so u(nz) 4 ni for any i. Therefore the interval 
[0, u(m)] in r, intersects each u(qiT). By Lemma 4.10, (1 +m)q,+ 
q,(l+m*)EQ for eachi. 1 
5. ISOTROPY FOR T-FORMS 
The question raised in Section 2 regarding the structure of W&(D, *) 
is closely related to isotropy of forms and representation of elements by 
forms. To obtain our results for this ring corresponding to the preordering 
S(C), we shall find it necessary to induct on arbitrary preorderings T. Con- 
sequently, we shall now develop a theory of hermitian forms “reduced 
modulo T” parallel to the theory developed by several authors in the 
commutative case (see [Ll] for an overview). We assume throughout this 
section that T is a fixed but arbitrary preordering of (D, *). 
DEFINITION 5.1. (a) A T-form of dimension n is a formal expression 
cp = (a,, . . . . an)T, aiES(DIX. We define the orthogonal sum of T-forms 
by (a,, . . . . an)T.L (b ,,..., bm)T= (a ,,..., a,,, b,, . . . . b,,,)T and the tensor 
product of T-forms by (a,, . . . . a,),@ (b,, . . . . bm)T= (..., (a,bj+ 
b,a,)/2, . . . ) T, a T-form of dimension mn. 
(b) Given cp = (a,, . . . . a,,) ,- and any *-ordering P E X,, we define the 
P-signature of cp by sgn,(cp) = Z sgn,(a,), where 
{ 
1 
WAai) = _ 1 
if a,EP 
if a,E -P. 
We note that sgn,(cp I II/)=sgnp(q)+sgn,(ll/) and sgn(rp@tj)= 
(sgn, cp)(sgnp $) for any T-forms cp and $. We shall generally write q@ for 
POti. 
For any T-form rp, we define its “signature function” 4: X, + Z by 
@(P) = sgn,(rp) for PE X,. Thus we have c+ = 4 + I,& and q$% = @$. 
(c) We say that two T-forms cp and II/ are T-isometric (denoted 
cp zr-$) if they have the same dimension and the same signature 
with respect to any PE X,. In particular, one can check that 
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a )TzT( . . . . a,f,+t:uj ,... )= (t,eT”, u,ES(D)~), and (a,b),?, g;, u”-, +h-‘)r (u,h,u+hES(D)X). 
(d) A T-form is called T-h~yerholic if sgn,cp = 0 for all P E XT; that 
is, rp~,n(l, -l)T, where dimcp=2n. 
(e) A T-form (a,, . . . . a,,) T is called T-isotropic if there exist elements 
t,~ T’u (0 ), not all equal to 0, such that 2 ait, = 0. Otherwise the T-form 
is called T-anisotropic. 
(f) We say dE D x is T-represented by cp if it lies in the set 
D,(q)= ~u,r,#O~ti~T~u{O} 
Parts (a)-(d) of the definition are straightforward generalizations from 
the commutative situation. Parts (e) and (f) are more crucial to our theory 
and require that we go outside the set of symmetric elements. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Isotropy Principle). The T-form cp = (a,, . . . . an)T. is 
T-isotropic if and only if 
(a) cp is indefinite with respect to each PE X, and 
(b) cp is T”-isotropic for UN c in 
I - = {*-valuations v 1 v is compatible with T and v(a,) f v(a,) (mod tl( T)) 
for some i, j}. 
One of several equivalent conditions for a *-field to satisfy the “strong 
approximation property” (cf. [C2, Theorem 4.11) is that cp is T-isotropic iff 
(a) holds (T= S(C)). A similar theorem could be established for any pre- 
ordering T. 
Proof qf Theorem 5.2. If cp is T-isotropic, it is clear that (a) and (b) 
must hold. Conversely, we assume that (a) and (b) hold and that cp is 
T-anisotropic. We may replace each ui by (a,u; ’ + a; ‘ai)/ to obtain 
a, = 1: this clearly will not change the facts about T-isotropy or indefinite- 
ness, and we obtain the same set Y by Lemma 4.3(b). Since cp is 
T-anisotropic, Proposition 3.17 implies that there exists a T-semiordering 
Q containing ui for all i. Let u be the order valuation of Q; that is, 
A,={d~Dln-dd*~Q for some integer n}. It is shown in [C2, 
Theorem 2.141 that u is a *-valuation compatible with Q (and hence also 
with T), that Q is a *-ordering and that rr,( [D”, S(D) x 1) = 1. 
We claim that o lies in ,Y. Since v(a, ) = v( 1) = 0, it will suffice to show 
that there exists an i such that o(a,) 4 v(T). Assume the contrary, namely 
that v(ai) E u( T) for all i. Then all ai lie in T A Q by Proposition 4.11. Let 
PEX r ~ D E X,. Then cp is positive definite at P, contradicting (a). 
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Next we apply Theorem 4.11 to obtain a *-valuation )t’ such that 
((1 +m)ai+ai(l + m*) 1 m E m,.} G Q for each i and w(uj) 4 w(T) for some 
j > 2. Then \o E Y (the condition of Theorem 4.2(e) is trivially verified for 
compatibility). By hypothesis (b), cp is Y-isotropic; i.e., there exist 
elements xie (T”)‘u {0}, not all zero, such that 0 = I: ui-yi. Proposi- 
tions 4.7 and 4.8 tell us that each +yi s a sum of elements of the form 
( 1 + m) t, where t E T’, m E m ,,,, and 1 + m E S(D) x . T’. By our choice of tt’, 
the elements a;( 1 + m) lie in Qe, hence ai( 1 + m) t E Q’. T’c Qe. Thus 
0 = x uixi E Q’, a contradiction. It follows that cp is T-isotropic, completing 
the proof of the theorem. 1 
Before we can use the isotropy principle, we need a result whose proof 
depends on harmonic analysis. To obtain the group we want, we begin 
with 
S(T)= {~Ef~?/=U(S),SES(D)“}. 
For a *-valuation u compatible with a preordering T, it follows from 
Lemma4.3(b) and [C2, Lemma 1.3(b)] that S(f) is a subgroup of r. 
Set A = S(f)/v( T), a group of exponent 2 since v(T) contains 
2T={u(dd*)ld~D”}. We shall write A*=Hom(A, {kl}); note that we 
wish the image group to be the multiplicative group { f 1 } even though we 
prefer to write r and A additively. For y E S(r), we shall often write 7 for 
1’ + o(T) in A. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let D be a *-uuluution compatible Gth the preordering T, 
PEX~ and qEA*. Then 
P,= {uES(D)~ IsgnP(u)v(u(u))>O) 
again lies in X,. 
Prooj The properties 1 E P,, dP, d * c P,, P, u - P, = S(D) x and 
P, n -P, = 4 follow easily from the corresponding facts for P. The sym- 
metric multiplication property follows from sgn,(ab + bu)q(o(ub + bu)) = 
[sgnp(u)q(u(u))][sgnp(b)q(u(b))], which results from the multiplicativity 
of q and Lemma 4.3(b). Finally, we must show closure under addition. Let 
a, b E P,. If u(u) = u(b), they equal u(u + 6) by [Cl, Lemma 2.4(a)], hence 
(a + b)v](o(u + 6)) =&u(u)) + brj(v(b))E P, so a + bE P,. If L(U) < u(b), 
then u(u + b) = L)(U) and sgn.(u + b) = sgn,(a) (by compatibility of P and 
u), so sgn,(u + b)q(u(u + b)) = sgnp(u)q(u(u)) > 0, and again a + be P,. 1 
Let P be a fixed *-ordering in X,. For fsV?(X,, Z), we define 
f,:A*-+Z by fp(q)=f(Pq). For UES(D)~, we define ci~%(A*,@) by 
ci(q) = ~(L)(U)) E { f 11. Applying the arguments of [BR, Theorem 4.61 to 
our situation shows that the function fp E %( A*, C) has Fourier coefficients 





and f, lies in V?(X,, C). In particular, J; is uniquely determined by the 
element a E S(D) ’ and the function f~ 59(X,, H). 
Let cp= (a,, . . . . LI,, ) 7 be a T-form and s E S(D) x. We define a new 
T-form cpS as follows: reorder the entries ai in cp so that 
~(a,) & v(s) mod u(T) for i= k + 1, . . . . n; define 
cp,= (s-‘al+als-‘, . ..) s-‘a,+a,s-‘)p 
or cp,= ( )T. if k=O. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let cp and 1+9 be T-forms and let aES(D)X. If $=$ (as 
functions on X,), then @,= 4, on Xp for any *-valuation v compatible 
with T. 
Proof: Let f= @ = $ E%?(X~, E). We shall show that f,= 4, = $, to 
complete the proof. By the additivity of all the functions involved, it will 
suffice to consider the case cp = (6) T. Using this in (5.4) yields 
fAP) = s,* 
-. 
sgnPq(b) sgnp(a)v(v(a)) drl 
= sw,(b) rl(v(b)) sgnAaMv(a)) 4 4. 
= sgn.(a) sgn,(b) j 
-- 
vl(v(a) + db)) 4 
4* 
if u(a) & v(b) mod u(T) 
if u(a) - v(b) mod v(T) ’ 
On the other hand, 
q‘l= ~a):b+ba-‘), i 
if v(a) f v(b) mod v(T) 
if u(a) E v(b) mod v(T). 
It follows that f, = Qa. Similarly, fu = $,, completing the proof. m 
THEOREM 5.6. Let cp and $ be T-forms with 4 = $ and dim cp <dim II/. 
Then $ is T-isotropic. 
Proof: We prove the theorem by induction on dim II/. It is clear that 
c+? = $ implies dim cp = dim $ (mod 2). Thus the first case to consider is 
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q = ( ) T and $ = (a, b)) 7. Then $ = 0, so a and b have opposite signs 
with respect to any P in X,. But then -a- lb E T’, so there exists an 
element t E T’ with at + b = 0; i.e., II/ is T-isotropic. 
Now assume that the theorem holds for T-forms of dimension less than 
n and set $ = (b,, . . . . b,,)=. Clearly Ic/ is indefinite with respect o any P in 
X,, for otherwise (I,& P)I = n > dim cp 2 I @( P)I. Set Y” = {*-valuations u I u is 
compatible with T and v(b;) $v(b,) mod tl( T) for some 1 <i, j< n) as in 
Theorem 5.2. Let b E {b, , . . . . b,,} and let u E V. Then dim ijb < n. Lemma 5.5 
shows that Gb = $h on X,. Now if dim qb > dim tih for each 
bE {b,, . . . . b,}, then we would have dim cp > dim $, a contradiction. There- 
fore there exists an element b E {b,, . . . . 6,) such that dim qb <dim Gh <n. 
By the induction hypothesis, eb (and therefore $) is T”-isotropic. The 
Isotropy Principle now implies that II/ is T-isotropic. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.7. The following statements are equivalent for 
cp= (a,, . . . . anjT. 
(a) cp is T-isotropic. 
(b) There exist b3, . . . . b,~S(D)Xsuchrhatcp~.(l,-l,b, ,..., bn)T. 
(c) For any FESS, there exist b2, . . . . b, E S(D) x such that 
CP 2 T (J, 62, .-.v b,, > T. 
(d) There exist s, c2, . . . . c,, d2, . . . . d, E S(D) X such that 
q 2 T cs, c2, . . . . c,,)TgT c--s, d,, . . . . d,,).. 
(e) There exists a E S( D ) X M+th a, -a E DT( cp ). 
(f) D,(q) contains S(D)“L’. (Thus D,(cp)=D” unless (D,*) is 
commutative or a standard quaternion algebra, in which case 
Wcp) = W)x.) 
Proof. (a) = (b). Assume Haiti= 0 for C,E T’ u {0}, not all zero. Then 
( . . . . a,t, + t,*ai, . ..) is an isotropic hermitian form. By [S, Theorem 7.6.3 
and Lemma 7.7.21, there exist elements b,, . . . . b,,E S(D) X such that 
( . . . . a,t,+ (,+a,, . ..) is isometric to (1, - 1, b3, . . . . b,), and hence they are 
T-isometric when viewed as T-forms. But it is clear from the definition of 
*-ordering that (..., a,t, + t,?ai, . . . ) T z T q, so (b) holds. 
(b)=(c). This follows from the fact that (1, -1)7~T(s, -s)~. 
(c) * (d). This is trivial. 
(b)=(a). We have cp I (-s),z, (-s, s, c2 ,..., c,),zT (1, -1, 
c2, . . . . c,)~. By Theorem 5.6, cp I ( -s), is T-isotropic. That is, there exist 
elements ti E T’ u { 0 >, not all zero, such that x a,t, - sr, + , = 0. Similarly, 
cp I (s)~ is T-isotropic, so there exist elements t; E T’u {0}, not all zero, 
such that C ait: + st: + , = 0. But then C a,(t,t;,!, r;,, + t;) = 0, showing 
that cp is T-isotropic. 
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(a) * (e). We have z u,ti = 0 for I, E T’u {O i, where, without loss of 
generality, we may assume f, #O. But then a,, -a, ED,(V), proving (e). 
(e) = (f). From (e), we know that any nonzero element of a( T- T) is 
contained in D,(q). For any ~E.S(D), we have s= [(s+ 1)/2][(s+ 1)/2]* 
-[(s-1)/2][(s-1)/21*~C-Z& T-T. Since T 2 C, the conclusion 
follows. 
(f)=(a). By (f), there exist elements ri, (1~ T’u {0} with 1 a,ti= 1 
and x a,t,! = - 1. Thus 1 a,(t, + t() = 0, showing that cp is T-isotropic. 1 
COROLLARY 5.8. For any T-form cp = (a,, . . . . a, ) T, w have 
(a) D~(~)nS(D)=IxJcp~.(.u,b,,...,b,),-~orsome biES(D)X}. 
(b) D,(cp)={~:i~D”J.ui~S(D)“~T’,cp~~(xi+x~,b;z,...,bi,)r 
for some 6, E S(D) ’ ). 
Proof: (a) Assume that ~z~(x, b,, . . . . b,l).. Then rp I ( --x)~ is 
T-isotropic, so there exist t, f,~ T’u {0}, not all zero, such that 
x ait, - xt = 0. If t = 0, then cp is T-isotropic, hence x E D,(q) by Proposi- 
tion 5.7(f). Otherwise, .Y = C a,t,t -’ E D,(p). Conversely, if x = 1 a,t,, 
tin T’u {0}, then cp I ( -.Y)~= (-X, a,, . . . . a,,). is T-isotropic. By 
Proposition 5.7(b), there exist elements bi such that cp I ( -s) r~ r 
(1, - 1, 62, . . . . bn)Tz: ( -.Y, .Y, bz, . . . . b,, ) T, whence cp z T (x, bz, . . . . b,, ) T. 
(b) Let x=Ca,r,EDT(cp). Then a,t,ES(D)X.TC and (ai)r~:r 
(L&t,+ t*a,),. Conversely, assume 1 ?T[ E D x satisfies the hypotheses. 
By (a), we have .u;+x,? E D,(q) n S(D) for each i, and therefore, there 
exist elements t, E T’u (0) such that s, + ?c: = C aktk. Fixing i, we have 
I,E S(D) ’ T’, so we can write si = st, s E S(D) X ) I E T’. Then for 
u,=(t+t*[tp,*,sm’])/2, u~=u,+u~[u,~‘*,s-‘1 in T’, we havex,=su, 
and X? = s(uz - U, ). Therefore SU? = .xi + s,+ = z ak tk, which implies 
sod,, and thus x,=sz4, E Ddcp). Since this holds for all i, we obtain 
Z--“iEDFt(P). I 
COROLLARY 5.9. ZfcpzT$, then DT(cp)=D.(II/). 
ProofI Write cp= (a ,,..., an)T, II/= (b ,,..., b,).. Since rp~~$, we 
have II/ I (-a,,).z.. (a,, . . . . a,,, -u,r)7gT(a,, . . . . a,-,, 1, -l)T. By 
Proposition 5.7, there exist elements tie T’u {0}, not all zero, such that 
x biti-a,t,=O. If t,#O, then a,=1 b,t,t;‘ED,($). If t,=O, then tj is 
T-isotropic, whence a,, E Or($) by Proposition 5.7(f). Similarly, U,E D7($) 
for each i, and so D,(q) c DA+). Reversing the roles of cp and 1,4, we 
obtain Dd-(cp) 1 DT($), and thus the sets are equal. 1 
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6. THE STRUCTURE OF WITT RINGS 
We are finally ready to apply the machinery we have developed in the 
previous three sections to the determination of the kernel and image of 
c: W(D, *) + 59(X,, H). We begin by generalizing, somewhat, the defini- 
tions of Section 2. We shall obtain more general results than originally 
sought with no additional work. 
For any preordering T, we denote by IV&D, *) the Grothendieck group 
of the T-isometry classes of T-forms modulo the T-hyperbolic forms. Addi- 
tion is given by orthogonal sum of T-forms. The group W,(D, *) becomes 
a commutative ring by defining multiplication via tensor product of 
T-forms (cf. Definition 5.1). By Proposition 5.7, the elements of W,(D, *) 
are in bijective correspondence with the T-isometry classes of T-anisotropic 
forms (including the “zero form” ( )T). On the other hand, we have an 
injection cp H ~$5 of W,(D, *) into ??(X,, H), the ring of continuous func- 
tions from XT into the integers. That is, WT(D, *) is the quotient ring of 
WR,,JD, *) obtained by restricting the functions in %9(X,, Z) to X, and 
Wl&(D, *) = W,,,,(D, *). It follows from the work of the previous section 
that (PZ~$ iff dimrp=dim$ and cp=ll/ in W,(D,*). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let T be a preordering on (D, * ). The kernel of the 
canonical group homomorphism W( D, * + W,(D, *) is additively generated ) 
by the elements of the form 
(a, -(at + t*a)), aES(D)X, tE T’. 
Proof Let cp = (a,, . . . . a,,) be such that @ =0 on XT. We prove the 
theorem by induction on the dimension n. The case n = 0 is trivial. Assume 
n > 0. Then Theorem 5.6 implies that there exist elements t, E T’u {0}, not 
all zero, such that C a, ti = 0. For each i, we define bi to be equal to ai if 
ti=O and equal to a,t,+ trai if ti#O. Set II/= (b,, . . . . 6,). In W(D, *), we 
have 
Cp-*= 1 (a;, -(Uitj+t*Uj)), 
I, # 0 
an element of the proper form. It thus will suffice to show that $ can be 
written in terms of elements of the proper form. Since, for each PE A’,, we 
have sgn.(ai) = sgn,(a,t, + t*a,), the form @ again satisfies I+& = 0 on X,. 
Moreover, C ,,fObi=~aiti+(~aa,ti)*=O, so II/ is isotropic (as a her- 
mitian form), whence we have + z (1, - 1) I $’ for some hermitian form 
$’ of dimension n - 2 [S, Lemma 7.7.21. Also, 6’ = $ = 0 on X,, so I(/’ can 
be written as a sum of elements of the proper form by the induction 
hypothesis, concluding the proof of the theorem. 1 
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COROLLARY 6.2. Let T be a preordering of (D, * ). Therz W,( D, *) is 
isomorphic to the jiee commutative ring nlith generators [d], dE S(D) * , 
modulo the relations 
(i) [dt+ t*d] = [d], dES(D)“, tE T’, 
(ii) Cd,lC41= [d,&+d,d,l, d,,d,eS(DjX, 
(iii) [l]+[-l]=O, 
(iv) Cdl1 + Cd21 = [d,+d,] + Cd;’ + d;‘],for d,,d,, d, + 
d,ES(D)X. 
Proof Let R, be the ring defined by (i)-(iv). We know that (i), (ii), 
and (iii) hold in W,(D, * ) by the definition of *-ordering. Relation (iv) 
follows from Theorem 2.3 or can be checked directly using d; ’ + d; ’ = 
d; ‘(d, + d,)d; ‘. Thus we have a surjective ring homomorphism 
f: R,+ W,(D, *). Relation (i) of Theorem 2.3 of the presentation for 
W(D,*) is included in (i) here since, for aES(D)X, dgD”, 
dad*=a[a-‘,d]dd*=at+t*a, where t= [a-‘,d]dd*/2EC(D)s T. 
Comparing presentations, we see that there exists a homomorphism 
W(D, *) + R, such that the composition W(D, *)+ R,+ W,(D, *) is the 
canonical homomorphism from W(D, *) onto W,(D, *). It then follows 
from the preceding theorem that the kernel of .f is zero, proving the 
corollary. 1 
Recalling the group G introduced in Section 2, we now define the 
quotient group G,= S(D) x . T’/T’ for any preordering T. Thus Gscr, is a 
quotient group of G defined by replacing n by Z n Z7S( D). As in Section 2, 
WAD, *) is Witt ring for CT. [KRWl]. We shall next show that the exten- 
sive theory developed by Kleinstein and Rosenberg [KR2] and by 
Marshall [Ml, M2] applies to our rings W,( D, *). We do this by showing 
that these rings are representational. By [KR2, Proposition 2.41, this 
requires that we show that for any two T-forms cp and II/ of dimensions m 
and n, respectively, with cp 1 $ T-isometric to a T-form of dimension less 
than m + n, there exist s E S(D) ’ and T-forms ‘p, and $, such that 
cp gT (s) I cp, and $ Z~ ( -s)~ I $,. By Corollary 5.8, this is equivalent 
to finding SES(D)~ such that sod, and -sED~($). 
THEOREM 6.3. For any preordering T on (D, *), the ring W,(D, *) is 
representational. 
ProoJ Let cp= (a,, . . . . a,)., $= (h,, . . . . b,,)r be such that cp I $ is 
T-isometric to a T-form of lower dimension. Then cp I II/ is T-isotropic by 
Theorem 5.6. Thus there exist elements ui, v, E T’u {0), not all zero, such 
that ~aa,ui+~bjv~i=O. Set s=x(aiu,+u*ai)= -~(bjvj+u,*bj)~S(D). 
If s#O, then SED,((P) and - s E D J I,$ ), completing the argument. 
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Otherwise, either cp or @ is T-isotropic, and we may assume it is cp. By 
Proposition 5.7, -6, ED,(~) and since 6, EDJ+), we may take s= -6, 
to complete the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 6.4. For any preordering T, the pair (A’,, GT) is a space of 
orderings as defined in [M2]. 
Proof This follows from the previous theorem together with, [KR2, 
Proposition 2.29 and Remark 2.301. 1 
Our final goal of characterizing the image of W,(I), *) in V(X,, Z) can 
now be achieved by referring to the work of Marshall. To make this 
meaningful, we must develop the terminology and some of the facts 
regarding fans in our situation. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let T be a preordering. The following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) X,= {PnS(D)” 1 P is a subgroup of S(D) x . T’ of index 2, 
T’cP, -l$P}. 
(b) W,(D, *) is isomorphic to an integral group ring. 
(c) S(D)“nD~((1,x).)={1,x}forallx~S(D)~,~~-T. 
Proof. This is a translation of [Ml, Proposition 6.81 to our context. 
Part (c) depends on Corollary 5.8 to reconcile different definitions of 
representation of elements by a T-form. In (a), the group P can be inter- 
preted as the preimage in S(D) x . T’ of the kernel of a character of G, 
carrying - 1 to - 1. 1 
A preordering satisfying the equivalent conditions of Proposition 6.5 is 
called a fan. The integral group ring in (b) is in fact Z[G,/{ + 1 }]. In the 
commutative theory, a simple characterization of fans is given by 
T+ bTs Tu bT for b# -T [Ll, Theorem 5.53. An analogous charac- 
terization in *-fields (which will not be proved here) is much more 
complicated: 
[T’+bT’]nS(D)” .T’sT’ubT’, for bES(D)X .T’, b$ -T’. 
It is of interest to note some of the properties of the subgroups in part (a) 
of the proposition to see how close they come to being *-orderings even 
when T is not a fan. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let T be a preordering and let P be a subgroup oj 
S(D) X . T’ of index 2 with T’& P, - 14 P. Then 
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(a) Fur FESS, JET’, theelementst~P#‘s~PnS(D)“. 
(b) P is *-closed. 
(c) dPd*E Pfor all de D^. 
(d) [f P n S( D ’ ) is a *-ordering (und in particular, iJ’ T is a fan), then 
(P+P)nS(D)” .T’cP. 
Proof: (a) Assume that st E P. Since t ~’ E T’ E P, we have 
s = (St) t -’ E P. The converse is even more trivial. 
(bj Letx~Pandwrite?c=st,~~S(D)~,t~T~.Thens~Pby(a),so 
x*=t*s=st*[t-‘*,s-‘]EP.T’GP. 
(c) Write x=st as in (b) with sEPnS(D)“. Then 
dx d* = [d, s]s(dt d*)E P. 
(d) Write x;=s,t, as in (b), i= 1, 2. Assuming I, +~,ES(D)~ .T’, 
we can write x,+.x,=st, YES, tETe. Then s=s,t,tp’+s2t2t-‘E 
[PnS(D)“]‘nS(D)” =PnS(D)“, so x,+.u,=stEP. 1 
As an immediate corollary, we obtain another class of subsets of the 
*-field D which could have been studied instead of *-orderings. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let T be a preordering. There exists a bijective corre- 
spondence between *-orderings containing T and subgroups P of S(D) X . T’ 
satisfying 
(a) [S(D) x . T’: P] = 2 
(b) -14P 
(c) T’GP 
(d) (P+P)nS(D)” .T’sP. 
We can now characterize the image of W,(D, *) in %(X,, Z). A function 
f E ‘X(X,, H) is said to be represented by a T-form if it lies in the image of 
WAD, *). 
THEOREM 6.8 [Ml, Theorem 7.13, M2, Theorem 5.51. Ler T,, be a 
preordering of (D, * ) and let f E %?(X,, H). Then f is represented by a 
To-form iff for any fan T 2 TO ulith 1 X,1 < a, we have 
.Fx f(p)=0 (mod 1x4). 
T 
7. EXAMPLES 
The examples of *-fields given in [Cl, C23 which admit *-orderings are 
all either commutative or standard quaternion algebras. In this section we 
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give some examples of *-fields D for which - 1 +! C(D), but D contains non- 
central symmetric elements. Thus D is neither commutative nor a standard 
quaternion algebra, and the intricate theory of this paper is required. 
We first note that in his seminal paper on *-orderings, Holland [H3, 
Sect. 43 constructs classes of power series *-fields in two variables over 
arbitrary commutative formally real fields. He shows that all orderings of 
the base field extend to *-orderings. The two variables do not commute 
and the variable x is symmetric in all cases. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Our next example is a slight modification of a *-field 
constructed in [Le]. Let F be an arbitrary formaly real field and set 
L = F(..., x.. , , x0, x, , . ..). th e rational function field in the variables xi. Let 
0 E Aut,(L) be defined by a(~,,) = .Y,,+~. Now define D = L( (t; a)), the skew 
field of formal Laurent series in the variable t with multiplication defined 
via ta = o(a) t for a E L. The skew field D has an involution * defined by 
t* = t, a* = a for a E F and .Y,* = x+. As in [Le], D is a *-field with 
center F. To show that D admits *-orderings, consider the t-adic valuation 
u with value group r= h and residue *-field (L, *). It is clear that u is a 
*-valuation. However, L has too many orderings to allow all *-orderings to 
lift to D (cf. real *-valuations [C2, Sect. 21). Accordingly, we must apply 
the theory of [Cl]. Let n be the automorphism of L defined by 
A(Xi) = xi+ 1. Then tx*t-‘=u(X~i)=~_i+2=/1([/i~1(Xi)]*). It is easily 
seen that this same equation holds if x, is replaced by any unit in D. 
Similarly, one can find such an automorphism n for conjugation by any 
symmetric element of D. Thus v is “strongly smooth” in the terminology of 
[Cl], and [Cl, Theorem 4.31 shows that a *-ordering of L lifts to D iff the 
commutators [D x, S(D) x ] push down into that *-ordering; furthermore, 
in this case it has exactly two liftings to D, one in which t is positive and 
one in which it is negative. The commutator condition is essentially a 
parity condition on the x;s: txit-‘?c~:’ = xi+ zx;’ must be positive for all 
i. Thus all even subscripted .x;s must have the same sign, as must all odd 
subscripted x;s. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. For this example we shall be able to say quite a bit 
about the reduced Witt ring. It also introduces an interesting technique for 
constructing *-fields which are very close to being commutative, at least as 
far as orderings and hermitian forms are concerned. Let R be any real 
closed field and set F= R((t))(t"*, tli3, t'14 , . ..). the field of Laurent series 
over R with all roots of t adjoined. The field F is again real closed with t 
a positive infinitesimal over R. Let K be the rational function field F(x) 
with automorphism (TE Aut,(K) defined via a(x) =sx, where s= 1 + t. We 
can now let D be the skew field of fractions K(y; a) in which the multiplica- 
tion is defined via yx = SXJ’. We define an involution on D by x* =y, 
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! I* =x, a* = a for aE F; this works because X*Y* =J’.Y = S.Y~ =sJ’*.Y* = 
(ssJ,)* = (J,.x)*. Henceforth, we shall write .Y* in place ofy. 
To analyze the *-orderings of D, we shall define a “t-adic” valuation on 
D. There is a unique valuation L?~ on F with residue field R and value group 
r isomorphic to the additive rational numbers. This extends uniquely to a 
valuation o, on K with value group f and residue field R(x). For 
d = z .fi yi E K[ 1~; a], .f, E F(x), define tl(d) = min 11 ,(fi). Finally, for 
d= d, d; ’ E D, di E K[ 4’; g], we define u(d) = o(d, ) - u(d,). This gives a 
valuation on D with value group f and residue *-field R(x, s*), which is 
commutative (note that s maps to 1 in the residue field). It is clear that c 
is a *-valuation. 
Direct computation of series shows that every element of 
1 + (m,, n S(D)) is the square of a symmetric element, hence a norm, so is 
contained in S(C(D)). By Proposition 4.5, all *-orderings of D are com- 
patible with LL Commutators map to 1 in the residue field since 
,yx*,y-‘.y-‘* ,s-’ goes to 1. Since the value group is 2-divisible [CZ, 
Theorem 3.41 shows that there is a bijective correspondence between the 
*-orderings of (D, *) and those of R(x, x*). The two rings of functions on 
these homeomorphic spaces of orderings, WR,,,(D *) and Wred( R(x, .u*)), 
must actually be isomorphic since t must be infinitesimal and positive in 
any *-ordering of D. To obtain a better understanding of the commutative 
*-field R(x, x*), one might consider its symmetric subfield L. This is a field 
of symmetric polynomials in two variables x and x*. Thus the trans- 
cendence degree of L over R is 2, but the variables Z, = xx* and 
z2 =s+x* are constrained by the fact that 2, must be positive. By 
Theorem 2.6, the induced homomorphism W(L) -+ W(R(s, .u*)) is surjec- 
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